Choreographies are global descriptions of communication structures, inspired by the "Alice and Bob" notation of security protocols. They have been successfully employed in the design and implementation of distributed systems. However, there is still limited evidence of the applicability of choreographies in the real-world setting of distributed programming, where communication actions may fail. In this work, we propose the first choreography model that allows for communication failures and the programming of user-defined code to deal with such failures. We validate our model by implementing common strategies for handling communication failures in a robust way, which in turn can be used as a library by choreographies that assume reliable communication. We equip our model with a typing discipline that can statically verify reliability properties, in particular at-most-once and exactly-once delivery. We demonstrate the applicability of our model by defining a semantics-preserving compilation procedure towards a process calculus equipped with unreliable I/O actions.
.
Choreographies are high-level descriptions of communicating systems, inspired by the "Alice and Bob" notation for security protocols, where the behaviours of participants is defined from a global viewpoint. Over the last two decades, they have become popular and have been applied in different contexts, including: the specification of communication protocols in web service standards [ ], business process notations [ ], and theoretical models of communications [ ]; the synthesis of correct-by-construction concurrent software [ , , ] ; and the verification of concurrent process models [ , ] . A notable application to software development is the Testable Architecture methodology [ ], a software development lifecycle that keeps service implementations aligned with the choreographies specified by designers.
The promise of choreographies is that they will improve correctness in distributed programming. Unfortunately, this promise remains unfulfilled, because the choreography models explored so far have the unrealistic assumption that communications never fail. The only exception is the work in [ ] (the state of the art in the topic of failures in choreographies so far), which equips choreographies with optional blocks that can be cancelled non-deterministically at runtime. This is an interesting direction, but it still has several limitations that impede its applicability (e.g., communications are synchronous/instantaneous; we discuss more in related work) and, just as important, does not allow choreographies to specify how the system should recover from a failure.
The aim of this work is to develop foundations that bring choreographies all the way to being applicable to settings with realistic communication failures.
We develop Robust Choreographies (RC for short), a new choreography model with support for communication failures. In RC, the programmer declares which communications should take place and then defines how processes will enact these communications through asynchronous send and receive actions. Differently from previous work, all send and receive actions might fail, modelling that there may be connection problems and/or timeouts on both ends. We formalise this behaviour by giving an operational semantics for RC. When a process tries to perform an action, it can later check whether this action succeeded (as in typical mainstream APIs for networking), and it is possible to program recovery (e.g., by retrying to perform the action, or by executing alternative code).
The more realistic failure model in RC allows us to identify more programming mistakes than in previous work. For example, a program may include a receive action that has no chance of succeeding because there is no previous attempt at executing a compatible send. We develop a typing discipline for RC that prevents this kind of mistakes, checks that message payloads have the correct types, and detects unnecessary checks regarding network actions (e.g., if the program checked that a message has been sent, we recognise subsequent checks for the same message send as dead code). We prove that well-typed choreographies enjoy progress (never get stuck). Further, we illustrate how to use our typing discipline to statically verify that a choreography program guarantees at-most-one and exactly-once delivery.
RC and its type system are expressive enough that we can program parametric procedures for robust send and receive actions, which attempt at performing the desired action until it succeeds. This means that we can use RC to implement the robustness that is assumed by previous choreography models. We include further features that are studied in the setting of choreographies with communication failures for the first time, like name mobility, dynamic creation of processes (networks in RC can grow at runtime), and branching. This allows us, for example, to program processes that offload retries of failed communications to parallel computations.
We end our development by showing that the foundations given by RC are applicable in practice. Specifically, we define a formal translation (a compiler, if you like) from choreographies in RC to a more standard process model, i.e., an asynchronous variant of the π-calculus equipped with standard I/O actions that might fail. These asynchronous fallible I/O actions are the only way processes may interact: there is no shared memory, reliable medium, or agreement primitive. The translation illustrates how we obtain distributed code that operates on an unreliable network from choreographies in RC. We prove that, if the original choreography is well-typed, the produced code is operationally equivalent and enjoys deadlock-freedom. receiver, and thus the message is not in the medium anymore. A receive may always fail, even if there is a message currently in the medium for the receiver. This models that there may be connection problems on the end of the receiver or that a timeout occurred on the receive action. We assume that communication and node failures are transient, meaning that failing to interact with a node does not impede eventually doing it in later retries. We leave persistent failures to future work.
There are two settings that we consider in this work, depending on the kind of system that the programmer is dealing with.
:
Successfully executing a send action simply means that the local communication stack of the sender has accepted the task of eventually sending the message, but there is no guarantee that the message is actually going to reach the receiver. This is the case, for example, of distributed systems that use protocols with unreliable message delivery. We assume absence of corruption (e.g., through checksums). It is also the case for systems that use protocols which, in theory, guarantee message delivery (like TCP) but, in practice, messages acknowledged on the protocol level may fail in reaching the application of the receiver due to connection resets. Therefore, a sender cannot know if and when the message is actually delivered to the receiver, unless the programmer explicitly implements an acknowledgement mechanism on the application level and such acknowledgement is received by the sender.
Successfully executing a send action means that the message has been reliably stored in the communication medium between sender and receiver. By reliably stored, we mean that the message is not going to be lost: it will always remain available for the receiver to eventually consume it. This is the case, for example, of local Inter-Process Communication (IPC) mechanisms, like unnamed pipes in POSIX systems, shared memory, or file-based communications. It is also the case of distributed systems using reliable message delivery protocols like TCP, under the assumption that there are no connection resets (or similar issues).
. The work nearest to ours is [ ], where choreographies are used to specify communication protocols that abstract from data-a variant of Multiparty Session Types [ ]. Unreliability is modelled by allowing parts of a choreography declared in special optional blocks to become no-op non-deterministically. A static analysis guarantees that the network cannot get stuck even if all optional blocks are not executed. We see our work as complementary to [ ]: while our initial motivation is similar, the aim is different. Our focus is providing guarantees on implementations, and consequently choreographies in RC are concrete programs, in contrast with protocol specifications. There are also several major technical differences that make our choreography language more expressive. We mention the most relevant ones.
Communications are synchronous in [ ]. This means that if a participant succeeds in sending a message, it knows that the receiver has also succeeded. In RC we are interested in distributed systems, so our communications are asynchronous. This requires defining and analysing send and receive actions separately, since succeeding in one does not necessarily mean succeeding with the other. Separating between send and receive actions is also essential to the programming of recovery strategies in RC, which may be asymmetric for sender and receiver. For example, a sender may have different conditions to check (e.g., a number of retries) than those at the intended receiver for deciding whether an action should be retried, which cannot be captured in [ ]. Recovery strategies cannot be specified at all in the choreographies of [ ], which is another key distinction with our work. The modelling of recovery strategies in RC is also what allows us to develop our type system for the static verification of at-most-once and exactly-once delivery, which is not studied in [ ]. The choreography model in [ ] does not include features equivalent to our primitives for process spawning, name mobility, or parametric procedures. Parametric procedures are particularly important for RC: including error handling code in choreographies makes them necessarily more complicated, and having procedures to modularise programs is useful, as we illustrate with our examples.
From a broader perspective, we think that merging our research direction with that of [ ] (choreographic programs with protocol specifications) would be a very interesting future work, because it may yield a static analysis for RC to check whether a given recovery strategy guarantees the eventual execution of a high-level protocol (the latter might even abstract from failures, leaving their handling to the implementation).
In [ ], choreographies for protocol specifications are augmented with controlled exceptions. These are different from communication failures, because they are controlled by the programmer and their propagation is ensured through communications that are assumed never to fail.
In [ ], the authors present a choreography model that considers potential failures of nodes (processes in our terminology). This approach is far from ours and that in [ ], since the idea is that a system has redundant copies of a node type, and a choreography can specify how many nodes of a type are needed to continue operating. No recovery can be programmed, and there is no presentation of how the approach can be adopted in realistic process models (compilation). Communications among functioning nodes are assumed to work.
Our work is also strictly related to the research line on Choreographic Programming [ , , ], a paradigm where choreographies are used to define implementations of communicating systems. This is the first work that studies how communication failures can be dealt with in this paradigm. Our primitives for name mobility and parametric procedures are inspired from [ ], but our methods are different, since we brought them into an asynchronous setting with potentially-failing communications. Also, the fact that our send and receive actions are programmed as distinct terms in RC is new to choreographic programming. Previous work [ ] explored this distinction to achieve asynchronous communications in choreographies, but these cannot fail and the distinction is used only in the runtime semantics (the separate terms cannot be used programmatically).
. Typically, communications in choreographic languages have their implementation fixed by the model (e.g., reliable (a)synchronous). The main novelty introduced by the RC model is to split communications into their declaration and implementation, which are bound together by means of a dedicated class of names that we call frame identifiers (denoted as k and variations thereof). We assume the Barendregt convention and work up to α-equivalence, renaming bound names (frame identifiers, process references, and procedure parameters) as needed.
An RC program is a pair D, C , where C is a choreography and D is a set of (global) procedure definitions following the syntax displayed below.
Process names (p,q,r,. . . ) identify processes that execute concurrently. Each process has exclusive access to a private memory cell for storing values of a fixed type T from fixed set V of datatypes (e.g., Nat, Char, Bool). Values are manipulated only via functions (terms f ) specified in a guest language which is intentionally left as a parameter of the model in order. Following practices established in previous choreography models [ , , , ] we assume that evaluation of internal computations is local and terminates.
The only further assumption about the guest language of internal computations is that it supports boolean values (or an equivalent mechanism); their type will be denoted as Bool. Besides values used by internal computations, processes can communicate process names and label selections (terms p.r, p.l). are assigned (disjoint) types PID and LBL outside V rendering these inaccessible to the guest language. For exposition convenience, we define VAL as the super type of any T ∈ V, PID | LBL as the (disjoint) union type of processes and labels, and introduce the following subtyping relation:
We remark that we do not require a type hierarchy or union types for value types of the guest language. Choreography statements (I) can be local computations, communication actions, conditionals or calls; all have continuations. Term p.f represents an internal computation where process p evaluates the function f against its memory cell and updates its content. Term k T :p -> q declares a communication from p to q where T is the payload type and k is the frame identifier to be used by the implementation. Send and receive actions in the implementation of k are described by terms of the form k <-S and R <-k where subterms S and R depend on the payload type. In value exchanges, terms k <p.f and q.f <-k read "p applies f to the content of its memory cell and attempts to send the result as frame k" and "q attempts to receive a value as frame k and, if successful, applies f to its memory cell and the received value", respectively. (We assume functions in sends and receives to accept exactly one argument and exactly two arguments where the first is the process memory content.) In label selections, terms k <p.l and q <-k read "p attempts to send the selection of label l as frame k" and "p attempts to receive a selection as frame k". Selections are meant to propagate information regarding internal choices and as such have no side effects on process memory or network knowledge. (As we will discuss in Section , this mechanism is crucial for synthesising correct implementations of conditionals.) In process exchanges, terms k <p.r and q <-k read "p attempts to send r as frame k" and "q attempts to receive a process name", respectively. The only side effect of process exchanges is on network knowledge of the receiver which may learn a new process reference. This is necessary since networks may grow during the execution of choreographic programs as new processes are spawn. In p start q T in C process p spawns a new process with a memory cell of type T , the new process is assigned a fresh name q which is bound in the continuation C. In a conditional term if E then C 1 else C 2 fi, a process evaluates the guard E and chooses between the possible continuations C 1 and C 2 accordingly. The process in charge of the choice depends on the guard:
• when E is p.f , p chooses C 1 if applying f to its memory content yields true and C 2 otherwise;
• when E is k!, the sender of k chooses C 1 if its last send attempt for k was successful and C 2 otherwise;
• when E is k?, the receiver of k chooses C 1 if its last receive attempt for k was successful and C 2 otherwise.
Observe that the process in charge of guard evaluation (hence the choice) is statically known. Term X( #» A) is a call of procedure X with the tuple of arguments #» A; these can be frame identifiers, process names, or (names of) functions in the guest language. Term 0 represents the terminated choreography. We refer to all terms but 0;C as program terms or simply programs as these form the syntax intended for developers-the term 0;C is necessary only for technical reasons due to handling of procedure calls in the semantics.
Procedures are defined by terms like X(
the procedure name, #» P is a tuple of parameter declarations, and the program term C is the procedure body. A term f : T in #» P binds a function (name) in C and specifies its type-w.l.o.g. we assume functional types are in V. A term k T :p -> q in #» P binds the frame identifier k in C and specifies its type, sender and receiver. A term p : T in #» P binds the process name p in C and specifies the type of its memory cell. A set of procedure definitions D is well-formed provided that its procedure definitions have unique names, all free names in their bodies are captured by their parameters, and all calls are to procedures in D.
In the sequel, we may omit 0, empty else branches, and use basic logical connectors in guards. For instance, we might write
Dynamics of RC is specified by the reduction semantics defined in Figure . The semantics is parameterised over global procedures D and its states (also called runtime configurations in the remainder) are quadruples C, σ, φ, G where C is a program term, σ describes the memory of its processes, φ its frames (active or delivered), and G the connections between processes. In particular, the function σ maps a process in its domain to the value held by its memory cell or ⊥ T if the cell is uninitialised. Frame lifecycle moves between the phases not-sent → in-transit → delivered each is represented by a element of the order
The (partial) function φ maps frame identifiers to quadruples (s, r, t, u) where s is the frame sender, r is its recipient, t ∈ {⊥, +, } is its status, and u is either ⊥ or the frame payload. Nodes in the directed graph G are processes and their neighbourhood is the set of their known processes. We write G p → q if there is an edge from p to q in G. As new processes and frames are created, the domains of σ, of φ and the connection graph G grow during the execution of a program.
For compactness, the presentation relies on the structural precongruence D via the standard mechanism of Rule C|S ; the relation is defined as the smallest relation on choreographic programs closed under Rules C|U , C|N , C|I-I , C|I -I and C|I-I (discussed below). Herein, C ≡ D C is a shorthand for C D C and C D C. Rule C|S describes the creation of a new process which inherits the network knowledge of its parent-as common in standard
. Choreographic model, operational semantics process models like e.g., the π-calculus. In the reactum an uninitialised memory cell is added to σ and the connection graph is updated by adding edges from q to every process in the neighbourhood of p and a directed cycle between p and q. Rule C|N F describes the creation of a new frame which is represented by the entry added to φ in the reactum. As no send action has been attempted yet (the frame identifier is fresh) the frame status and its payload are both ⊥. Rule C|S describes a successful send and the resulting update to the frame status in φ. We write f (σ(p)) ↓ v to express that the the application of f to the value in the memory cell of p yields v. For conciseness we extend the notation to process names and labels by regarding them as constants-we signal this abuse of the notation by writing s and u in place of f and v. As communication is asynchronous, the rule premises require only that the recipient is known to the sender but not vice versa. Rule C|R V describes a successful delivery of a value. Observe that in the reactum the frame is not removed from φ since its information may be needed later to check the communication status as described by Rules C|I S and C|I R . Failure of communication actions is described by Rules C|S F and C|R F whose empty premises reflect the failure model considered in this work: communication actions on both ends can always fail. A variation of this model are carrier sensing links with collision detection where failures are detected only by the transmitting party. The semantics of RC is readily adapted to this scenario by simply removing Rule C|R F . Rule C|U unfolds procedure calls (the substitution in the reactum is point-wise name substitution that additionally strips procedure parameters of typing information). Rules C|I-I , C|I -I and C|I-I model the dynamic rescheduling of non-interfering operations like communications involving different processes, here pfn(C) is the set of process and frame names in C. Remaining rules are standard or similar to those described above and their description will be omitted.
We can now formalise the settings that we described in Section .
For Setting (Reliable Media), we use RC as is. If the sender positively checks k!, it knows that the medium took on the message for frame k and that it will never lose it. For Setting (Unreliable Media), instead, this kind of checks is unrealistic. Thus, in this setting, we consider the sub-language of RC obtained by removing k! from its grammar.
An alternative way of capturing Setting would be to split the in-transit phase (+) in two, one to represent that the message is in the sender's buffer and another to represent that the message has reached the receiver, and then make k! check only for the former. This is more complicated and does not influence our results, thus we chose the simpler option above. However, in a practical implementation of RC, it may make sense to follow this alternative; for example, it would allow a sender to react immediately when its outgoing buffer is full instead of waiting for a timeout in receiving an acknowledgement from the receiver (as we do in our examples).
The snippet below contains a procedure that, given a frame k, its sender s and a function f for computing the frame payload, attempts to send k until successful.
Under the assumption that communication failures are transient, the operation at Line will eventually succeed. Thus, send terminates if and only if the s is successful at sending k i.e., the procedure implements exactly-once transmission of k. To space out repeated retransmissions as in Ethernet's exponential backoff it suffices to replace Line adding a local computation to delay s e.g.:
if ¬k! then s.rndExpWait();send(k, s, f ) fi 3 For higher concurrency, another implementation of send may spawn a new process and offload retransmissions to it. The new process can be thought of as a physical network device that masks failures to upper layers repeating failed operations. (A similar procedure is discussed below.) Replacing operations in send with their dual as in the snippet below we obtain a procedure that masks receive failure repeating the operation. These procedures are all that we need for writing robust exchanges with exactly-one-delivery. In fact, choreographic program that assume reliable communication as in previous works can now be ported to RC. To have a more evocative (and concise) notation we shall use the following abbreviation:
Abbreviations k PID :s.q => r and k LBL :s.l => r for process and label exchanges are likely defined. Observe that these abbreviations implement the standard communication primitives of (Asynchronous) Procedural Choreographies. As a consequence, Procedural Choreographies are recovered in RC "as a library" and translating PC programs into RC is thus a matter of rewriting a few symbols e.g.: s.f -> r.f in PC becomes k T :s.f => r.f in RC (the type T is the return type of f , which is known).
The procedure below adds the possibility to record and react to retransmissions by querying a guard g to decide whether an attempt to send has to be made and then applying an update c to the local state of the sender s. Procedure sendWhile can be used to count and cap the number of retransmissions e.g., by adding a counter to the sender state. For the sake of exposition we abstract from implementation details regarding counter representation and simply write sendN(k, s, f, n) instead of sendWhile(k, s, f, n>0, n--), recvN(k, s, f, n) instead of the obvious dual operation. We introduce the following abbreviation:
The last example we discuss is an implementation of a search scenario where a process s queries providers p 1 , . . . , p m making a limited number of attempts. Procedures allow us to hide the request-response implementation and write reqRes(s, p 1 , req, req, resp, resp 1 ); . . . reqRes (s, p m , req, req, resp, respm) ;
where handling of internal representations and computations is delegated to functions req, req, resp, resp i written in the guest language. Building on k T :s.f => n r.f defined above, procedure reqRes can be readily implemented as a direct request-response between s and the provider p: 
, ,
It is easy to write programs in RC where communication have inconsistent implementations: parties may not be connected, payload types may not be respected, and communication attempts may be mismatched. To address these issues we introduce a typing discipline for RC that checks that:
. types of processes, functions, and procedures are respected;
. processes that need to communicate are properly connected;
. the delivery of frames is guaranteed to be at-most-once;
. there are no unnecessary checks on network actions (to avoid dead branches).
The first issue is addressed using standard techniques. The second requires type judgements that describe how connection graphs may change and which connections are assumed by a choreography. In our setting, additional steps are required in order to track these variations since communication used to introduce processes may suffer arbitrary failures. The same challenge lies at the hearth of the third and fourth issue.
The type system we propose extends the approach used for connection graphs to frames but their state will in general not be unique. Instead, the system maintains a lower and upper estimate for frame status. Consider for instance the program:
Right after the first statement we are certain that k has status ⊥ but after the second we only know that it can be either ⊥ or + as the operation may fail. Likewise, after the third the status of k can be any of ⊥, +, or . It follows that the type system can only track how the status of a frame may evolve as an interval of possible values in {⊥, +, }. The only way to have improve these bounds is by means of explicit checks on the status of k i.e., in the branches of conditionals with guards k! and k?. For process or label communications, the type system needs to maintain also some information about the communication content in order to update connection graphs and check selection matchings. All this information constitutes an abstract frame.
An abstract frame is an object of the form k T :p -> q t,t ,y where k T :p -> q is a communication declaration, t ≤ t are elements of the order ⊥ < + < (used in Section to describe frame lifecycle), and y is either ⊥, a process name, a label, or a free parameter, such that:
• if the frame is not sent (t = ⊥) then, there is no payload and y must be ⊥;
• if the exchanged data is a value (i.e., T VAL) then, y must be ⊥ as in this case no information about the payload is tracked by the system;
• if the exchanged data is a label (i.e., T . = LBL) and t = ⊥ then y must be a label;
• if the exchanged data is a process (i.e., T . = PID) and t = ⊥ then y must be either a process name or a free parameter (written as x k and variations thereof).
A primitive instruction of a RC program can affect the interval of an abstract frame in three ways: the upper bound is increased as the effect of a communication action; the lower bound is increased or the upper bound is decreased after a conditional. This observation is captured by the "evolution" quasi-order¹ :
where the orderings are ⊥ < + < , ⊥, ⊥ < p, q . . . , or ⊥ < , , . . . as types dictate. Abstract frames are collected in parametric dictionaries:
where frame identifiers (k) are taken as keys and free variables (x k ) as parameters (implicitly assumed unique). Parameters are instantiated providing a process name (e.g., F ( #» p )). Empty parameter lists will be omitted. Dictionaries are organised in the quasi-order induced by key inclusion and the pointwise extension of the evolution quasi-order on abstract frames:
Entries of a frame dictionary can only be created or updated and the latter operation cannot alter a frame declaration (sender, receiver, and type). For F ( #» x ) a frame dictionary, we write F , t , y ] for the dictionary obtained updating entry k as specified. For conciseness, we will write F 1 ( # »
x 1 )[F 2 ( # » x 2 )] for bulk updates under the assumption that # »
x 1 contains # » x 2 . Frame dictionaries need to be suitably merged at junction points (e.g., at the end of a conditional). For F 1 and F 2 frame dictionaries, their junction F 1 F 2 is the dictionary:
where infima (∧) and suprema (∨) are taken in the orders ⊥ < + < , ⊥ < p, q . . . , ⊥ < , , . . . , or ⊥ as types dictate. We write F φ whenever it holds that k T :p -> q t,t ,s ∈ F iff φ(k) = (p, q, t , u) where t ≤ t ≤ t and s = u =⇒ T VAL.
Typing judgements have the form Γ; F 1 ; G 1 C :: F 2 ; G 2 and intuitively offer the guarantee that running C with any φ 1 and G 1 such that F 1 φ 1 and G 1 ⊆ G 1 yields φ 2 and G 2 such that F 2 φ 2 and G 2 ⊆ G 2 . Typing environments are used to track types of processes and procedures; they are sets
A typing p : T states that p stores values of type T and a typing X( #» P ) : F ( #» x ); G :: F ( #» x ); G records the effect of the body of X to the network status where dictionary parameters represent process names exchanged by the body of X. The rules for deriving typing judgements are given in Figures and . We assume standard typing judgements for the guest language. All rules follow the intuition about tracking frame lifecycle given in the section opening.
In Rule T|N F a new abstract frame is added to the frame dictionary and assigned the interval [⊥, ⊥] since it is certain that no communication action has been attempted. In the premises of Rules T|S V and T|S PL the frame status interval and connection graph are checked to ensure that send operation is ¹A quasi order is a reflexive, transitive, binary relation.
Typing rules for choreographies
. Typing rules for call arguments.
performed only if it is certain that the sender knows the receiver and the frame was not already sent. The remaining premises assert that the payload is of the expected type. Rules T|R V and T|R PL are similar. All these rules require only that the party performing the communication action has a reference to the other party. Requiring mutual references places strong restrictions on programs, especially since communications in RC are asynchronous and communication operations are local. Another consequence of this observation is that connection derivation relies on a single independent rule: T|T . This rule can be invoked anywhere an abstract frame guarantees a process name has been received.
In the premises of Rules T|I S and T|I R the frame status interval is split into two non-empty subintervals, each to be used in the typing of each branch of the conditional. Emptiness signals unreachable branches which are thus rejected. Frame dictionaries and connection graphs obtained from each branch are merged discarding any frame or process bound in the nested scopethe Barendregt convention imposes distinct names. Observe that dictionary merging ( ) fails whenever the two dictionaries specify different payloads for the same frame. This is necessary to maintain the connection graph since to communicate different processes (or labels) in each branch will lead to conflicting versions of the connection graph. Rule T|C uses a bijection ρ (rules in Figure ) to substitute call arguments to parameter occurrences in the procedure body and type.
Judgements for global procedure definitions have form Γ D. Judgements for single procedure definitions are derived using Rule T|D . The rule premises verify that the body type checks once parameters of abstract frames are instantiated with fresh processes ( #» q ) and that free processes and frames are formal parameters ( # » p : Tp). A judgement Γ D holds provided that Γ X( #» P ) = C for any X( #» P ) = C ∈ D and D has a definition for X iff Γ has a typing for X.
. (Well-typedness) . For D a set of procedure definitions and C, σ, φ, G a runtime configuration, C, σ, φ, G is welltyped under D if there exist Γ, F 1 , G 1 , F 2 and G 2 such that Γ D, F 1 φ, G 1 ⊆ G, and Γ; F 1 ; G 1 C :: F 2 ; G 2 .
A choreographic program D, C is well-typed if there exist σ, φ and G s.t. the runtime configuration C, σ, φ, G is well-typed.
Typing is preserved by reductions and well-typed programs enjoy progress.
. (Type preservation) . If C, σ, φ, G is well-typed under D and C, σ, φ, G D C , σ , φ , G , then the reductum C , σ , φ , G is well-typed under D. . (Progress) .
Observe that judgements of communication actions can only be derived if sender and receiver are sufficiently connected. It follows from Theorem . that in well-typed programs processes that need to interact are always properly connected in time for their interaction. We refer to this property as connectedness. Below, we say that a rule (application) in our semantics occurs for k if k is the free frame name looked up by the rule application (e.g., if we apply C|S to a term of the form k <-S;C).
. (Connectedness) . Let C, σ, φ, G be well-typed under D. The following are equivalent for any k:
• There is a derivation for C, σ, φ, G D C , σ , φ , G with an occurrence of Rule C|S F (resp. C|R F ) for k.
• There is a derivation for C, σ, φ, G D C , σ , φ , G with an occurrence of C|S (resp. C|R V , C|R P , or C|R L ) for k.
The semantics of well-typed programs respects the inclusion and evolution (quasi) orders of connection graphs and frame dictionaries in their typing.
. (Monotonicity) . Let C 1 , σ 1 , φ 1 , G * 1 be well-typed under D and C 1 , σ 1 , φ 1 , G * 1 D C 2 , σ 2 , φ 2 , G * 2 a reduction. For Γ; F 1 ; G 1 C 1 :: F 3 ; G 3 and Γ; F 2 ; G 2 C 2 ::
Observe that the evolution order prevents the lower bound on a frame status from decreasing. It follows from Theorems . and . that no send (resp. receive) attempt can be made for frames that have been already successfully sent (resp. received). Reworded, well-typed programs complete communication actions at most once.
. (At-most-once delivery). Let C, σ, φ, G be well-typed under D let and P be a derivation of C, σ, φ, G D C , σ , φ , G . The following statements are true for any k:
• If P has an occurrence for k of C|S then, φ(k) = (p, q, ⊥, ⊥);
• If P has an occurrence for k of C|R V , C|R P , or C|R L then, φ(k) = (p, q, +, u).
Consider the procedure send defined in Section and it type:
send(k, s : Ts, f : Ts → T ) : k T :s -> r ⊥,⊥,⊥ ; {s → r} ::
This type witnesses that, once the procedure returns, k has been successfully sent and that no receive has been attempted by its body since the frame status must lie in the interval [+, +]. This example suggests that our typing information can identify communication implementations with exactly-once guarantees. Differently from at-most-once, the typing discipline supposedly does not enforce this stronger robustness guarantee on every frame or otherwise several legit programs (see the parallel search example) would be rejected. Instead, we propose extensions for specifying and checking delivery requirements of specific frames. We extend the syntax of programs with annotations @(k!);C and @(k?);C that assert the status of k in the continuation C.
These annotations are intended only for the type system and are statically checked using the following rules.
These annotations allow programmers to state exactly-once delivery for specific frames in specific program locations. However, this approach is not robust against changes in the source code as these can easily introduce upstream conditionals that effectively bypass annotations. A systematic solution is to annotate frame declarations.
Communication declarations are now additionally labelled with q ∈ {⊥, +, } to inform the type system that the communication is intended to offer at-most-once delivery, exactly-once transmission (the message is successfully sent exactly-once and received at-mostonce), or, exactly-once delivery, respectively. These promises must be fulfilled by implementations before the end of the scope declaring the frame. To this end, we replace Rule T|E with the following:
To be more precise, Rule R|E imposes that every frame guarantee is fulfilled as soon as any nested scope ends. This is a Γ p : T e : T → Bool Γ; U (F ); G C 1 :: F 1 ; G 1 Γ; U (F ); G C 2 :: F 2 ; G 2 Γ; F ; G if p.e then C 1 else C 2 fi ::
Typing rules for choreographies-new rules.
consequence of the rule definition and the absence of any scoping information in abstract frames and dictionaries. In order to limit the effect of Rule R|E to frames declared in the current scope only, we need to temporarily relax q upon entering nested scopes (procedure bodies and conditional branches). This can be achieved with minor modifications to the current typing discripline thanks to operations on dictionaries U and (defined below) that erase and copy the annotation q of abstract frames.
Typing rules for any term with a nested scope erase qs from dictionaries in the subterm judgement and restore them as shown by Rules R|I E and R|C in Figure - changes are underlined. The type preservation result stated in Theorem . holds for the extended type system. It follows that in a well-typed program every frame labelled with q = + is eventually sent and every frame labelled with q = is eventually received. For convenience, let us store q in φ and have the semantics of k T,q :s -> r initialise φ(k) as (s, r, ⊥, ⊥, q) (any other rule in Figure simply ignores q). Likewise, we update the definition of F φ requiring both objects to agree on the new datum i.e., we require that for any k,
. Exactly-once delivery follows from Corollaries . and . .
. (Exactly-once delivery) . All programs that are well-typed in the extended type system implement exactly-once delivery.
Consider the following programs:
The first passes type checking whereas the second is rejected.
We conclude this section pointing out a limitation of the type system and a possible future extension. Consider the procedure:
This procedure alternates sends for k 1 and k 2 until exactly one is successful. This guarantee is not captured by its type:
Indeed, the type system is designed to verify single communications, not groups.
. In this section we present an EndPoint Projection (EPP) procedure which compiles a choreography to a concurrent implementation represented in terms of a process calculus. This calculus assumes the same failure model assumed for the choreography model but foregoes global data like globally unique frame identifiers since these are unrealistic in distributed settings.
. . The target process model is an extension of Procedural Processes [ ] where send and receive operations may fail and exchanged messages are tagged with numeric identifiers. Differently from frame identifiers used at the choreography level, numeric ones are strictly local:
• each process maintains a counter for each known process (its neighbourhood in the choreography model);
• frame declarations increment counters locally i.e., without synchronising with the other party (which may not even have a matching frame declaration);
• frames are assigned the value held by the corresponding counter.
Numeric frame identifiers may be regarded as sequence numbers. However, the model does not offer any mechanism for maintaining counters synchronised among connected processes nor can such mechanism be programmed since these counters are inaccessible. The only way to maintain synchrony is to write programs where frame declarations are carefully matched on each involved party.
A network is a pair B, N where B is a set of procedure definitions and N is a parallel composition of processes and messages in transit. A process is written as p σp,θp B where p is its name, σp is its memory cell, and θp is the memory reserved to the runtime for storing information about:
• open connections (known process, last frame index),
• method requests (labels received), and • frame status (the last send/receive operation succeeded).
Formally, θ is a function given as the combination of:
• θ fc : PID FID,
• θ lb : PID × FID LBL, and • θ fs : PID × FID → Bool.
Process model, operational semantics
We will omit superscripts fc, lb, and fs provided that the intended component is clear from the context. The full syntax of the language for programming in this model is defined by the grammar below. ?, for values, process names, or label exchanges, respectively. We remark that terms for receiving process names bind them in their continuation. Term p[k]&{l i :B i } i∈I describes a selection based on a label communicated as frame k, if any label l i has been successfully received then, the process proceeds with the corresponding behaviour B i otherwise it proceeds with the one labelled with . This label is reserved exclusively for this purpose and cannot be sent. If I = ∅, then the term is simply discarded. Guards p [k] state that the last communication action for frame k with p has been successfully completed. Remaining terms are standard.
Programs are written using frame names which are replaced by numeric identifiers assigned at runtime when frames are created. Terms where frame names (k) are replaced by numeric identifiers (n) are reserved to the runtime. Messages in transit from p to q are represented by "bags" i.e., terms (of sort N ) like pq[n] M where the subterm M stands for the payload.
The calculus semantics is given by the reduction relation on networks B in Figure and is parameterised in the set B of procedure definitions. For compactness, the presentation relies on the structural precongruence B . All rules follow the intuitive description of terms and their description will be omitted.
. .
Recall that at process level, active frames have numeric identifiers that are locally and independently generated by each process as soon as a frame is declared whereas at the choreography level frames have unique global identifiers. As a consequence, a coherent mapping from the former to the latter is needed in order to project choreographies with free frame names as in the case of running ones. By frame mapping we mean any mapping taking frame names to frame numbers or to themselves-there is no reason for assigning a numeric identifier or a different name to a bound frame name. Write φ|p for the set {k | φ(k) = (q, r, t, u) and p ∈ {q, r}} of all frames in φ to or from p. A frame mapping m is said to be compatible with φ if for any p that occurs in φ, m assigns to frames in φ|p unique and sequential numbers i.e.:
Any φ admits a compatible mapping under the mild assumption that frame names can be totally ordered. Consider the choreography C = k <p.f ;k <q.f . If C is part of an execution (of a welltyped program) then, k must occur in φ and hence the projections of p and q must refer to this frame via a numeric identifier (cf., Rule P|N F ) and they must agree on it. However, since the process model does not offer any mechanism for processes to negotiate an agreement on their internal frame counters this property must be derived from the choreography level, hence the necessity of m. We remark that this situation is limited to free names only: programs in RC are projected with m = id. Given a choreography C and a frame mapping m, the projected behaviour of process p in C is defined as C m p where − m p is the partial function defined by structural recursion in Figure - for conciseness, each frame occurring in the choreography C is preannotated with its senders and receivers. Each case in the definition follows the intuition of projecting, for each choreographic term, the local actions performed by the given process. For instance, k <p.f is skipped during the projection of any process but p for which case the send action p[m(k)]!f is produced. Cases for frame reception, procedure calls, frame and process creation, are similar. The case for conditionals is more involved but follows a standard approach (see e.g., [ , , , , ] ). The (partial) merging operator from [ ] is used to merge the behaviour of a process that does not know (yet) which branch has been chosen by the the process evaluating the guard. Intuitively, B B is isomorphic to B and B up to branching, where branches of B or B with distinct labels are also included. One proceeds homomorphically (e.g., k <p.f ;B k <p.f ;B is k <p.f ;(B B )) on all terms but branches which are handled defining the merge of p [k] Projection of procedure definitions follows the approach introduced by Procedural Choreographies [ ]. For D a set of procedure definitions, its projection is defined as follows:
. . , Pn, P i = p : T , and
Observe that since a procedure X may be called multiple times on any combination of its arguments (hence assigning to a process different rôles at each call) it is necessary to project the behaviour of each possible process parameter r ∈ #» P as the procedure Xr. Here typing is crucial otherwise processes may be called to play rôles for which they lack the necessary connections.
To designate a network as the projection of a configuration C, σ, φ, G it remains only to distribute the information contained in the global state σ, φ, G. Reserved memory for process p (θp) in the process model is completely determined (up to frame numbering) by φ and G from the choreography level as these contain all data regarding processes known to p and frames exchanged by p. if ∃k s.t. m(k) = n, φ(k) = (s, r, t, u), p = s =⇒ t = ⊥, and p = r =⇒ t = ⊥ otherwise The only information of φ and G that cannot be reconstructed from the distributed state of the processes in a network is that of frames in transit. To this end, a term pq[m(k)] u is added to the network for each φ(k) = (p, q, +, u). The projection C, σ, φ, G m of C, σ, φ, G is defined as the network: φ(k)= (p,q,+,u) pq[m(k)] u | r∈pn(C) p σ(p), φ,G m p C m p where m is any mapping compatible with φ. Observe that mappings are all equivalent up to α-conversion and that if C, σ, φ, G m is defined for some σ, φ, and G then C, σ , φ , G m is defined for any σ , φ , and G . We say that C is projectable whenever C, σ, φ, G m is defined for some m, σ, φ, and G.
Specifically, φ, G
There is an operational correspondence between choreographies and their projections-up to the "pruning" relation ([ , ]) that eliminates "dead branches" due to the merging operator when they are no longer needed to follow the originating choreography.
. (EPP) . Let D, C be a projectable program and assume that Γ D and Γ; F ; G C :: F * ; G * . For any σ and φ coherent with F :
